Moose hunting in Bergslagen
– a hunting experience in southern Dalarna
Welcome to an exciting moose hunt in our well-stocked game
forests located in the heart of eastern Bergslagen. As our
hunting guest you are always at the centre, and our
professional guides, together with service personnel and
experienced hunting dogs, will do everything to ensure that
you have a magnificent experience. You stay in traditional
multi-bed cabins directly adjacent to the hunting ground.
Happy hunting!
Nickbergets Jakt- & Fiskecamp began operations in 2003. Our business
concept is to offer memorable hunting and fishing adventures in scenic Dalarna.
We have at our disposal 5,000 contiguous ha in Bergslagen with excellent
hunting conditions and a well-managed stock of moose and excellent grouse
country. We offer everything from large-scale corporate hunts to guided one-to-one
hunting.

Program

Day 1: The guests arrive at Nickbergets Jakt- och Fiskecamp then
check in to the cabins. We visit to the shooting range to ensure that
the weapons are in order after the journey. The afternoon and
evening are devoted to dinner together and information about the
coming days’ hunting.
Day 2: Moose hunting kicks off with a very early breakfast. The
hunting is directly adjacent to the camp, and is designed to offer
highly varied hunting where you as the guest can both hunt with a
doghandler and try still hunting. There is a break during the day for
wilderness lunch served out of doors around a campfire. The
evening is for trying the wood heated sauna and then dinner.
Day 3-4: See Day 2. We hunt in 2 to 3 areas each day.
Day 5: We start the day with a delicious breakfast, after which we
hunt until lunch, which is served at the camp. We sum up the days’
hunting and prepare for our journey home.
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TRAVEL FACTS 2011
Price:
28,500 kronor per person. Minimum
two (2) hunting guests.
Dates offered:
13 October – 15 December
Price includes:
Overnight stays in multi-bed cabins,
full board, wood-heated sauna, hunting
guide/doghandler 2+1, four days’
hunting, one adult moose per hunter,
transfers to and from Hedemora,
transport in the hunting area, visit to
the shooting range and hunting map.
Other info:
We offer a range of accommodation
from manor to hunting lodge. Contact
us for more info. We also offer family
programmes and non-hunting guests.
The hunt may be combined with other
huting forms.

